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I'm failing again, but this time family's on the chopping blockA fiery old woman guilted me into
finding her missing sister, Nellie, but when I land in Mykonos, my psychic powers are useless.
This abductor covers their magical tracks and disappears people who ask too many questions.
But with family missing, I jump on any lead that crosses my path – even if that means risking my
mind and life to save them.
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UK English spelling and grammar throughout this series.Chapter 1I popped the lid off the potion
on my desk and downed it before I could think better of it. The last of the dark liquid coated the
insides of the glass, dripping back down to the base. The coven regulated the key ingredient
now – fae blood – but that didnae stop the stench of the filthy warehouse fae blood had once
been farmed from swarming my nose when the sickly-sweet potion hit my tongue. The potion
jumped back up my throat. I swallowed it back down.I wished I didnae have to drink the stuff, but
without a weekly dose, I couldn’t communicate with Lyall, or use magic as more than an
instinctive reaction. Maybe one day they’d find an alternative.Throwing a breath mint in my
mouth, I shook off those memories and returned to my work.Shane knocked on the study door.I
put down the case I was evaluating. I couldn’t ignore him, could I? My heart squeezed. I wasn’t in
the mood to fight over this. Not again.Lyall flew under my nose twice, his wingtips too damn
close to my face. Even though he couldn’t touch me – or anything else – I flinched seeing his
blurred feathers a breath away from poking my eyeballs.Stop that! I waved off his feathers.
Damned irritating bird familiar. He could’ve spent the time we had out in the sticks in his human
form. He even conserved more energy that way. But no, he’d rather pester me with airborne
attacks.He cawed but stopped the acrobatics. Then he spoke into my mind: You need to get this
argument over with or you’ll stew for another month.I glared at him. Remind me again, why are
familiars such a brilliant thing? I leaned back in my chair, crossing my arms, while Shane
continued to knock. All you do is disagree with me.I’m here to guide you, not agree with you.Lyall
landed on the end of the desk, far from easy reach, which was a damned good thing right now
because I desperately wanted to strangle him. If only I could.Arsehole.The door opened.I
pushed back from the table, the chair rolling across the wooden floor, and scowled at
Lyall.Shane’s broad shoulders leant on the doorframe behind him, his booted foot casually
propped against the wall. And hell, but looking at him made me want to do anything but
argue.His hazel-eyed gaze caressed my every curve, a sinful smile curling his lips, while his
Canadian lynx familiar, Mira, slunk into the room, her golden eyes closing slowly as she purred
her greeting.‘Hello, Trouble,’ he said.‘Hi.’ Okay, that didn’t come out breathless at all.A bead of



sweat trickled down Shane’s neck and into the collar of his black biker jacket. His dark hair was
slick from the helmet, a persistent ruffle to one side. I rubbed my palm, wishing I could run my
fingers through it.‘Were you ever going to open the door?’‘Eventually. Probably.’Shane shoved off
the wall and advanced to the table. Salt and leather wafted towards me along with the fresh pine
he’d brought with him from outside.I licked my lips.His shirt and jeans clung to the muscle he’d
chiselled to even further perfection training with the Wild Magic Containment Force this summer
and autumn. Not easy to ignore, and I wasn’t entirely sure I wanted to. But I’d ignored him
knocking for a reason. Couldn’t we put this disagreement to bed and go back to having fun?I
closed my eyes, brushing the nagging need to jump him aside.If we did that, we’d only sidestep
the problem. Again.I hated listening to my more reasonable side – even when Lyall wasn’t
around to preen over getting his way. But it had to be done.Do I need to leave? I don’t want to
watch the plans you have in your head.No. You’re fine.Shane wasn’t here, interrupting the end of
my work day, for sex. He’d come to reason with me. Every week this month he’d tried to convince
me to abandon the cases Julian had gathered for me – to help the WMCF instead. The
organisation who took me to trial for murder.I looked up at Shane, willing my attraction to cool
the fuck down so we could sort this, once and for all.I’d run out of ways to blow him off nicely. As
my boyfriend, he should be supporting me, not them. Hell, he had to understand where I was
coming from. He’d been at my side the whole time, during the awful trial and the mess that came
after. He had to stop asking me to help them. I squeezed my fingers into fists, a different kind of
fire igniting in me.Get on with it, Bianca.Shut up.Lyall said something back, but I ignored
him.Working with the WMCF was out of the question. They’d ignored or overlooked the
corruption in their community. Even thinking about all the time they’d wasted… I gritted my teeth.
They were even more to blame than me for how many women we were too late to save. And yet
the media had praised them for blowing the lid on Russell and Eugene McKee’s trafficking
business like it was some fantastic breakthrough – like they hadn’t evaded justice for years!
There were still people out there they’d bribed or persuaded to look the other way.Shane shifted
his weight.I rolled my eyes, fed up with this game to see who broke first. ‘Spit it out.’He nudged
the papers on my desk. ‘How are your cases this week? Not many made the list?’‘You can see
that much.’Julian only approved reputable clients, people who genuinely needed my help.
Usually the WMCF was already out of leads, or the case was too small-time for them to consider
investigating. That narrowed my client base, but there’d always be more people who needed my
visions to find answers. With time, they’d come.‘Okay, well… are you sure this is what you want
to be doing?’I stood and patted my phone where it rested on the corner of the desk. ‘Julian picks
my cases. I trust him.’‘You trust Inzi. Maybe even Grim.’‘Not the point.’‘Isn’t it?’Some officers in
the WMCF were still pushing to find new evidence against me in the short time they had left to
charge me for the second time. Okay, Shane said that particular group were discredited even
within the WMCF and thought of as having dangerous tunnel vision, but they hadn’t fired them or
ordered them to pursue other cases. They still let them come after me.I was broke, not stupid.
And working willingly with the WMCF after all they’d done was plain stupid. Did I have to spell



that out for him?‘Two people in an entire organisation. Not exactly a glowing recommendation,’ I
said, standing and leaning into his breathing space.He stared right back at me, not giving an
inch, but he wasn’t right on this one.Grim and Inzi had proven themselves, having my back
through the mess we’d faced when we went after the McKees, and through the storm of
supernatural media attention centred on me afterwards.But had the WMCF apologised for how
they treated me? Had they admitted how many times they’d stumbled across evidence and still
failed to uncover the McKee conspiracy? No. Of course they hadn’t. That’d mean they valued
human decency over negative press. No matter how much they might want or need me, I didnae
trust them.Shane stepped back. The air around us cooled, the tension between us easing as he
dropped eye contact.I wilted a wee bit at the flash of hope I’d killed. How could he believe this
would be the time he convinced me? Nothing had changed.‘We’ve gone over this. I don’t mind if
you want to work with them, but it’s not for me.’Shane reached for my hand but then thought
better of it. ‘Look, it’s not like I want to work with the people who hurt you. The WMCF vilified you.
I get it. But I only work with Grim and Inzi. They’re my best chance to get good enough at combat
magic to protect you.’‘I know.’ We’d gone over this before, too. ‘But you don’t need to take their
place.’ My safety wasn’t a problem. Inzi was in the kitchen right now, making coffee. She and
Grim switched out for guard duty every twelve hours.‘Not yet.’I sighed. He loved to remind me
their job would be over the moment the WMCF could no longer charge me for a second time. I
wouldn’t need guards to protect the supernatural community from the supposed dangers I
posed if all charges were dropped. They’d be sent back to their normal duties. Not that they were
true guards anymore.These days my grouchy friends protected me from the outside world,
watching for an attack from those who still supported Russell, or from a few bigoted people who
believed a Wildes is always a threat – though they were usually less violent and more of an
irritant. But that didn’t mean I needed a new protector when Inzi and Grim were gone. The
threats had died down to almost nothing. Shane didn’t need to turn into a superhero. I loved him
how he was. Running to me in those woods when I escaped from the McKee compound, holding
my hand… he’d follow me anywhere and he’d taken my side over anyone else’s. That was better
than any superhero.‘It doesn’t have to be you.’‘Yes, it does.’ Those narrowed, fiery eyes and his
stiff, straight-backed stance told me he wouldn’t back down. ‘I’m always around. You think I’d be
happy to just stand next to you if someone tried to hurt you or kidnap you again? With the right
training, I can at least try to stop them.’He really, truly thought this was the right thing to do. And
his determination wasn’t fading like I’d thought it would. He wore every new training bruise like a
gold star.‘It’s not your responsibility to protect me.’‘Maybe not, but I want to. Can’t you let me
help?’What if something went wrong? He’d fallen apart after they’d found me hurt outside the
McKee compound. He’d run his fingers over my scars so many times. I could still see the raw
pain in his eyes now, the rhetorical questions – what if they hadn’t been close enough, what if
they hadn’t got the tracker looking for me early enough? If I was hurt or taken under his watch, I
didn’t want to think how he’d react. But I understood him wanting to do more, too.Avery had
asked me for help, and I hadn’t saved her. She wasn’t the only one who’d died. So many bones



had been found around that compound – unmarked graves of women they’d discarded like faulty
equipment. But Avery hurt the most. Maybe because when she’d summoned me in those
visions, I’d felt like I was in the room with her, or maybe it was a hangover from her memories
living in my head after I touched her body. I just knew I hadn’t done enough. A cold flush crept up
the back of my neck. I rubbed warmth back in.The strength Shane had today, telling me why he
was doing this, was the fiercest I’d seen him since we’d gotten out of there.If learning to fight
helped him feel like he was back in control, like he could trust I’d be safe going to the shop
without Grim or Inzi tagging along, maybe his training was a good thing.Hell, with the way the
supernatural media trashed the McKees for every crime on the planet – truth or otherwise – he
should probably protect himself better anyway.‘Do what you need to do, Shane. But please, do it
for you, not just me.’‘It’s for both of us. Working with Inzi and Grim and the others… I finally feel I
can make a difference. Like I can contribute something.’‘I get that.’The cases I’d tackled last
week – two missing cats and a stolen necklace… my chest twinged. The all-too-familiar question
of whether I was doing enough with my powers reared its ugly head. I shot the thought down. I
was doing what I could.Shane peered at me, the hint of a smile on his lips. ‘What are those
cases? Missing pets, stolen stuff? You haven’t had a good case for months.’‘No case is “good”
exactly.’Sad, desperate people came to me for help – those who felt the burning pain of missing
something, or someone. That ache often affected me like it was my own. It was bad enough for
pets. The cases the WMCF offered would throw me into nightmare material every time I touched
evidence.‘Bad choice of words. But what you’re doing, it’s not regular work, or regular pay. The
WMCF could give you that. You’d make up the money you lost when the academy cut your
throwback witch fund in a matter of weeks.’I bit my tongue. Finding that money in a fraction of the
time would be welcome. I couldn’t deny that. I’d barely made enough to cover half the school
fees for next year and I needed to learn more about my spirit powers – especially how to
distance myself better from the things I Saw.‘You’ve worked every school break and after school
but you don’t have enough yet. Time’s running out. What do we have left before school starts
back in November, two weeks? Hoping you’ll make enough in term time to pay for the rest of the
year?’I shook my head. I wished I could delay the academy to avoid scrambling for money. I
never wanted to go into debt like my maw and be tempted to max out credit cards and steal to
balance the bills. But my teachers were helping me stop Seeing and feeling things I didn’t want
to. Yet…‘I can’t.’ Tears blurred my vision, a knot forming in my throat. I blinked and swallowed
until both went away.‘Then let me help you. If I work during breaks, too, you’ll get there in half the
time.’‘No, this is my problem. I won’t ask you to work to pay my bills.’‘You’re not asking. I’m
offering.’I crossed my arms. ‘Doesn’t matter. I won’t take money from you.’‘Look…’ Shane settled
in a chair and gestured for me to sit, too. ‘If you won’t let me help, you need to be realistic. If you
worked for the WMCF every break, you could make enough to cover the rent for your flat share,
too. Maybe even enough to visit Finn and Rhea for the holidays.’ He held my hands. ‘No one’s
asking you to like the WMCF, Bee. But I saw the cold cases today. There must be hundreds of
them. Maybe thousands. You could do more there. Help people like Avery.’I stiffened and pulled



my hands free. Avery had left me now, but the part of my mind she’d sat in tingled all the same.
She’d become a part of me when I touched her dead body.Memories from beyond the grave, her
lingering personality, had crept into my mind and set up residence so seamlessly, I still wasn’t
sure I was the same person I was before.She’d lived on beyond her death in me, watching me
get justice for her. I never wanted to lose myself in someone else’s life like that again. That’s why
I had to get back to the academy, why I wasn’t ready for serious cases, especially those with
bodies or a time crunch.But my powers were probably the best hope of a lead in cold cases.
Could they wait, or would other people wind up hurt because I didn’t trust the WMCF, because I
was scared?I blew out my breath. I’d have more context to the cases I took on, more names,
places. Even if I didn’t find complete answers, I could reopen cases, give the waiting families
hope.‘Bee?’ Shane squeezed my arm. ‘You still in there?’You can’t make a decision, can you?I
didn’t need Lyall pushing me, too. Not yet.My mind jumped to the state of Avery’s feet, slashed
and bloody from running barefoot through the forest. Oily dread spilled into my veins, an
unbearable heaviness weighing me down.‘I don’t want to take a permanent position with
them.’‘That’s okay. They wouldn’t put you on a contract before you finish at the academy. Look,
just go for a day. Do a trial shift. See if you can help. One shift, Bee. That’s all I’m asking. We’ll get
Inzi or Grim to stick with you down there. No one else will come near you.’I glanced again at the
cases ahead of me this week.Fuck it. Didn’t hurt to ask. ‘How much are they offering to pay
me?’‘Two hundred for the day.’‘Shit.’ They must be desperate. And that kind of money would
really help me out. I groaned inside, imagining how they’d milk my help for the good headlines.
‘Can they keep it quiet? No media. Just a trial day.’‘Sure, I think they’d agree to that.’‘Then I’ll do
it.’ My stomach swirled, my throat dry. ‘But if it all goes to shit like I think it will, this is the last time
I want to hear about it.’Shane grinned, tension easing out of his shoulders. ‘Deal.’I had to smile
back.Shane left his chair to kneel between my legs. He caught my wrists, holding my hands to
his face. ‘Are we okay now?’ he asked, a breath away from my lips.‘Aye, we’re okay.’He closed
the distance with a warm brush of his lips, trailing his fingers down my neck.Shivers blossomed
out from each featherlight touch. I twisted my hands in his top and tugged him closer.Setting up
house in his family’s holiday cabin during school breaks had more than financial advantages.
Like miles and miles of space. Only Inzi and Grim were ever out here, so we could indulge in
whatever we wanted.I moaned as he deepened the kiss, his hands sliding up my back to unclip
my bra. Making up was the perfect way to end an argument. I wanted him. Now.‘Tell her to leave
before I moan too loud and she busts in here,’ I whispered.‘Hey, Inzi!’ Shane called.‘Yeah?’ She
sounded like she was a few metres down the hall.‘Can you take off for an hour or so?’She
laughed. ‘I’ll patrol outside.’‘Thanks!’Shane wasted no time. He slipped his hands under my butt
and carried me to the table. Mira and Lyall beat a hasty exit.* * *Shane’s motorbike reflected the
mid-morning sun, gleaming from its last polish. The glare reminded me just how early Shane had
left the cabin. He’d got to the WMCF HQ for his training around six in order to monopolise Inzi
before her shift started. If nothing else, he was dedicated. I didn’t get up that early unless there
was an emergency.An officer barged past me, elbowing me in the side. I glared at Grim, though



it was hard to feel I had any impact when I had to crane my neck up to him.He grunted. ‘That
guy’s a dick to everyone. Not just you.’Like that excused them, or him for letting them get away
with it.‘It’s not the best first impression of your work friends.’‘He’s not my friend.’I glanced at the
jagged, puckered scar across Grim’s throat and his dead serious eyes. No, he didn’t have many
friends, in work or out of it. Even though I’d spent months living in close contact with him, I still
felt exposed if I turned my back his way. I wasn’t sure he had an off switch. Hell, he’d probably let
that man jostle me so he could once again make the point that I’d be better off having some
defence training.Shane, Grim, Inzi… they were all ganging up on me. Half the time I thought
they’d agreed to take Shane under their wing in the hope I’d join him…I stared at the doors to the
WMCF, teeth gritted at the thought of walking in under my own steam. These people had done
so little for me. Relying on them – even for money – felt wrong.Lyall flew a circle around me. Use
them for the money and stop worrying about everything else.Aren’t you usually the cautious one?
Yes, but you need proper training more than you need to hold this perfect grudge. Get the money
you need, then dump them.Grim cleared his throat. ‘Going in, or are you memorising the place?’I
grumbled and pushed through the doors with a nod to the guy on reception. Just one shift. They
were sure to screw it up sooner or later. Then maybe everyone would let me leave, conscience
clear… yeah, right.The receptionist clocked me and sat up straight, suddenly more alert than if
he’d downed two shots of espresso. ‘Down the hall and take a right. Inziya is waiting for you.
She’ll take you down to cold cases.’I grunted my acceptance and took his instructions, Grim
chipping away at my heels. Despite his casual attitude, he wasn’t at ease here.We turned the
corner.Inzi saluted me with a crooked smile, her curly dyed turquoise hair pulled into the French
braid she often wore for Shane’s training sessions. She looked ready for war in head-to-toe
WMCF black, her tool belt as weighed down with blades as ever.I waved. ‘Expecting
trouble?’‘Never know!’ She sounded chirpy about it.Beside Inzi, Keller offered me a stern nod.
They’d brought out the boss for my arrival. How nice. I hadn’t seen Keller since he’d led the
McKee raid. In his usual shirt and slacks he was as out of place as a civilian in an army camp.
‘Good to see you again, Bianca. I’m pleased to have you here for a trial shift.’‘Sure.’He didn’t
even blink, just continued with his spiel. ‘Cold cases are kept in the basement. Peregrine? You’re
relieved. Inzi has Bianca now.’Grim nodded and turned back towards a hallway lined with lockers
which smelt faintly damp. Showers, maybe?Inzi took Grim’s place at my side. ‘You look like a
bear whose hibernation got interrupted when the ceiling caved in.’‘You ken I don’t do mornings.
And I hate this place.’ The cold hallways and staring staff reminded me of the courthouse and
the prison.‘It’s ten-thirty.’‘Exactly. Morning.’Keller cleared his throat. ‘We have enough cold cases
piled up to last for years. We’re grateful to have you here, and we hope you’ll find the job is a
good fit.’Could he sound more forced?Be nice. Think about the money.‘I came here because
Shane wouldn’t stop nagging.’ He didn’t deserve total honesty, or a more positive answer.Inzi
laughed, but Keller’s mouth twitched. Irritation? That sobered me more than anything. Last time
he’d needed me, I’d had a vision from a dead body and wound up with Avery’s personality stuck
in my head.I rubbed my tight chest. ‘What kind of cases are they? You’re not going to surprise



me with another trip to the morgue?’‘No. Not today.’ He smiled like it was a joke, but the look in
his eyes was too cold to mean it that way. He’d consider putting that choice in front of me again,
if he thought it was worth it.‘Then…?’‘You’ll be working with evidence that belonged to people or
was present at a crime scene. You’re to record any impressions or visions you get from the items
in the notebook provided.’That sounded… clinical. ‘Will I know anything about the cases?’‘The
basics at first. We can’t compromise the investigations.’He meant he couldn’t risk giving me
enough information to make an informed guess rather than ‘prove’ myself with my spirit powers.
Even after the McKee business bust and all the work I’d done with Julian, many people still didn’t
have faith in my powers. That went double for the WMCF. Maybe Keller was happy to work with
me again, but the rest? They were used to dealing with cases without psychic intervention, thank
you very much. A whole other reason why I didn’t want to let them use me for my spirit powers.
Most of the WMCF didn’t want my help and didn’t trust me. The feeling was mutual.‘Okay. Fine.
Inzi, can we get this thing moving?’She and Keller spoke briefly, quiet enough I didn’t hear much.
Something about how and where I was set up. Then we hurried down a flight of stairs to the
basement.I only saw two people in the busy WMCF hub on the way. I got the impression they’d
taken me down little-used corridors. That suited me fine. The fewer arsehole officers I saw, the
better. And the less likely this trial shift wound up on the evening news.Inzi pushed through an
unmarked door.Inside was what looked like a hastily cleared storage room. A desk and two
chairs lined the back wall along with a number of dusty old filing cabinets, but the side walls
were stacked almost to the ceiling with boxes.‘They brought all these in for one trial shift?’ I blew
out my breath. ‘Confident I’ll stick around, aren’t they?’Inzi shrugged. ‘They probably made some
rookie do it.’‘As punishment?’‘Could be. Menial work drives most of them crazy. The hot-headed
rookies love to be in the middle of the action.’ Her eyes defocused, like she was remembering
one of their stunts. ‘Crazy bastards need reining in every so often. Work like this gets it done. Or
bores them into fucking up worse.’I snorted and pointed to a stack. ‘Start anywhere, you
think?’‘Yeah.’The first box I picked up was coated in dust and labelled with a two-year period
from over a decade ago. I hefted it onto the table, wincing. What did they have in here?I popped
the lid and stared at the assortment of cardboard-backed envelopes – much like how we stored
the letter I’d received at Tibor’s party – and smaller cardboard boxes. Presumably those held the
stuff too big or heavy to fit in the envelopes. I had to hope none of the ghosts in here would haunt
me as bad as Avery.Hovering over the haphazard pile, I tuned in to my spirit powers, feeling for a
tug towards any particular item. Whoa. It felt like every hair on my skin was being pulled in a
different direction. I closed my eyes and funnelled more energy into those connections to tease
them out, and gasped. It wasn’t just this box. Almost all of them were calling to me, telling me I
had important messages to hear.‘Well, shit.’‘What?’ Inzi eyed the box. ‘No good? Should I grab a
different one?’‘No. I just don’t know where to start.’‘Your powers didn’t give you a clue?’‘They
gave me far too many.’Inzi grinned. ‘Then you’re in the right place. Plenty to keep you busy
here.’‘Don’t get too excited,’ I said. She’d been going stir-crazy in the cabin, wishing I was out on
more cases. ‘He didn’t want to give me more than basic details on cases so you’ll be as cooped



up in here as you were at home.’‘Nope. They assigned me and Perry to help – wherever the
investigations take us.’I huffed. ‘Great.’Of course they trust Inzi and Grim and not me.Lyall
pecked the evidence box. At least it means they’ll follow up on what you find.Well, I’d hope so.
Otherwise paying me is a total waste of money.Lyall cawed. Stop dawdling and touch something.
Or are you planning to complain the entire trial day?I could’ve argued with him, but I was tired of
pushing against everyone around me and, hell, he was right. I’d not done much but complain the
last few weeks. Either about my case load or the WMCF or the hours Shane was away.
Enough.The first envelope was one of the many I felt a faint tug towards. A date and a name
were written on the front. Neither meant much to me, so I opened it up and took out hair cuttings.
They were fried and tangled and smelt faintly of salt, but my spirit powers locked on to them
immediately.Blackness crashed over my vision. The room disappeared, replaced with a white
beach and choppy waves, pushed into huge peaks by the rough wind. A young woman in a
wetsuit waved goodbye to a man, then carried a board into the waves and rode some crazy runs
towards the beach. The wipeouts were ferocious, so tough I cleared my throat against the weight
of water.The last wipeout was bad. She felt dizzy before she fell, her vision blurred, then she hit
something under the surface and got tugged farther out to sea. She’d lost her board. Her energy
waned. And eventually, she went under.I shuddered as the world came back to me. ‘She’s
dead.’Inzi glanced at the name and year. ‘How’d it happen?’‘Surfing accident.’‘Okay. Write what
you Saw down in that notebook on the table. Give as much detail as you can. Hopefully it’ll give
the family some peace.’I frowned. ‘They were waiting this long for answers? Wouldn’t they ken
she went to the beach that day?’ Someone that good at surfing had to go regularly.‘Maybe.
Maybe they suspected something else happened. But if the case is in these files, there’s some
reason it’s here.’Great. Inzi knew as little about these cases as me. ‘So that’s it, one case
down?’Inzi glanced at the box. ‘See if there’s more evidence with the same name. If not, that
case is done.’I rummaged through the box but found nothing else and made a note of that in my
notebook, too. ‘So, if you’re working these cases now, do you get to talk to the family, see why
that case went unsolved?’‘That’s the plan. I’ll go through all the cases you work on after your trial
shift. I’ll tie up the ones I can and work on leads for the rest. They didn’t want to waste your
powers on grunt work for the time they have you.’No way they phrased it that nicely.I opened my
mouth to argue that I should be there for that part, too, then shut it. I wanted the closure of
knowing what happened to that woman, and that’s what they were counting on. They hoped I’d
stick around long enough to find out, rather than leaving it all to Inzi.I had to give them some
credit – they’d thought this through. Shane had probably given them tips on how to entice me
into this trial and keep the worst of what I hated far away from the experience. Then, once they’d
got me hooked, Keller would try to get me into a morgue or something.And damn it if the lot of
them didnae ken me far too well. I stared into the box, feeling the tangled pulls of so many
stories, so many relatives and friends waiting for news. However I felt about the WMCF, this was
worthy work, and I’d stick at it a wee bit longer.Chapter 2My feet thumped through the
undergrowth. Twigs spiked through my skin, and barbs hooked and tore free. My breath came in



rough gasps, my side cramping. But I pushed on. I swallowed hard, coughed, and ran through
it.She was coming.A steady breath followed me. Gained on me. My skin prickled. I looked over
my shoulder. Avery glided over the earth, her eye sockets deep and dark. Her lips were cracked,
her skin grey. She wasn’t alive anymore. Her rattling breath wasn’t possible. But telling myself
that didn’t make her disappear.I stumbled over a tree root and fell.She reached me in seconds
and leaped.I threw up my hands but felt no impact. I hauled in breath, laughing at the night sky.
She’d gone. She’d let me be.You failed me.Her whispered words bounced through my thoughts,
louder with each echo. Her spirit shifted in my mind, showing me the things she’d loved, her life
with Ivy. Her nails dug deep.Your work isn’t done.I scrunched my hair in my hands, holding tight,
willing her to leave. But she settled in, gripping on to parts of me I couldn’t break. A
parasite.Deep breaths. Concentrate. I tried to will her out, but she didnae budge. She was part of
me now. I felt her thoughts pulling at my own, changing what I thought, what I felt.I smacked my
head and screamed. ‘Out! Get the fuck out!’The world shook side to side. I woke next to Shane
and grabbed him.Already awake, he held me tight to his chest. ‘Hey, it’s okay. It’s not real. She’s
gone.’ His hand smoothed my back in gentle circles, but my heart pounded as fast as I’d run.I
closed my eyes, searching for the place Avery had lived in my mind. It was empty. I blew out my
breath, never so happy to feel that cold numbness. I was alone.* * *So many lost and broken
women, children, and men. I peered into the latest box brought up from the WMCF’s seemingly
never-ending cold cases. Hundreds of personal effects were lumped together in evidence bags.
Shelves and shelves of similar boxes waited in storage. The idea of tackling them all was
overwhelming.I rubbed my face, my pounding head and aching eyes reminding me I needed
more sleep. Could I do this? Last night was my first nightmare for weeks, but with the things I’d
See in these boxes, it wouldn’t be the last.Lyall flew under my nose, capturing my attention, and
rested against the clock on the wall. He pecked at the glass, not that my familiar could actually
make a noise with his none-too-subtle hint.I imagined the hell he’d put me through if he was solid
enough to whack me in the face with his feathers or scratch my desk. Yeah. He’d be even more
of a sarcastic nuisance.I take it you think I should take a break?He swooped down from the
clock, back onto my desk. It’s gone two, and you still haven’t eaten since last night. You’re not
made of cogs and steam. You can’t work non-stop.I reached into the box for another cardboard-
lined envelope. The name scribbled on the front in black marker pen blurred. I blinked to refocus.
Elizabeth Dimes. Tracing my finger over her name and rolling it through my mind didn’t bring up
any gut tugs or tingling that suggested my spirit powers thought this case should be dealt with
before the rest, but I’d take a look anyway.At least eat something from the vending machine…
Bianca!I glared at Lyall. He never gave up. I pulled the top drawer in my temporary desk and
grabbed my packet of sour pumpkin-shaped marshmallows, chucked a few into my mouth, and
chewed. Anything to shut him up.He squawked and turned his back on me, but food was food.I’d
just opened Elizabeth’s envelope when Inzi shoved the door open and swept her arm for
someone to enter. Her eyes were smoky pits of ash. Who’d spat on her cupcakes?‘Someone to
see you,’ she ground out through clenched teeth.How did they even find me? These shifts are



supposed to be confidential.I guess we’ll find out.An older woman came through the doors. Her
back was slightly hunched, her hair grey and cut into a neat bob. Her clothes were on the smart
side – a pleated floral skirt and matching plain-blue blouse and cardigan. Everything about her
had a grandmotherly vibe. Except the straight line to her lips and the way she brushed past Inzi,
a shoulder glancing off her arm. This was a grandmother on a mission.
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mynonie, “Can be read alone, if you wish.. This can be read alone, one quickly picks up that
Shaun is Bianca's boyfriend and then can follow them into the ensuing quest which ends the
trilogy. If read as a stand alone, I would have given this story 5 stars. BUT. Se below. Bee and
Shaun come from each their powerful family; one of his relatives was up to no good in a previous
book .Bianca was imprisoned with a death sentence hanging over her head. Shaun and others
helped get her released and she was given two bodyguards since the imprisoning body had a
year to reconsider the charges against her or dismiss them completely. In this book, said
powers now want to use her talents to solve some of their cases.It's been some time since I read
the first two in this trilogy. I also got a free story from Holly Ice about Shaun's past.I seem to
remember that Bee came unexpectedly into her witchy powers, when she was in danger of
losing her life. This revelation got her transported to a school, an academy, in Latvia where she
was supposed to be taught more about witchery. She met Shaun , and got her familiar, a sort of
ancestor called Lyall who often took the shape of a raven.In this book, Shaun is not the
motorbike rider from a powerful family that I seem to remember, he seems oddly paralysed, and
it is up to Bee, Bianca, to take the lead.If I forget my initial feeling that Shaun and Bianca were
fairly evenly matched, then this tale where he is a wimp is OK; a story about a powerful female ,
who has a boyfriend, so she is obviously normal in that respect. Her bodyguards have
interesting abilities , but one must, in this book, almost guess at Shaun's abilities. Bee spends a
lot of time trying to take care of Shaun who has a long lasting meltdown.This blot on Shaun's
character made me deduct a star from pure orneriness.”

tburbr, “Another Great Addition to the Series. Well written character work along with the
entertaining story line made this book another great addition to the series that kept my addition
from start to finish.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a
review.”

NLANA, “Need more.... Another good installment in this series was the characters become even
more alive and the plot thickens. I received a copy of this book via Booksprout and am
voluntarily leaving a review.”

Dawn M, “Mmmm yaaass. This is so well written I have been devouring this series I freaking love
love love the characters and can not get enough of this epic read!”

The book by Holly Ice has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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